Data Warehouse Health Check
Key to Boosting Business
Intelligence Performance
HEALTHCARE
Small companies can reap major gains by consulting an outside data
analytics expert. But major corporations also recognize the potential
rewards of independent business intelligence insight. At BlueGranite
we work with both, and everyone in between. A top medical provider
for several communities in the South, with annual net revenues over $1
billion, brought us on board to perform what’s known as a Health Check.
It’s where we take a close look at an organization’s existing corporate
insight system and analytics practices. We highlight the wins, and areas
for improvement.
Companies having performance issues and those looking to make the
most of their data seek Health Checks. We wrap up the standalone
offering with a file detailing system assets, problems, next steps and
remedies. For companies lacking time or staffing, we implement priorities.
While this healthcare provider didn’t fall into the above categories – it was
getting the most out of its data, and it didn’t have performance issues
– it had a proactive database administration team. They wanted us to
inspect the reporting system to ensure they were making the most of its
potential.
By taking a deep dive into the company’s data warehouse, running scripts
and evaluating performance, we discovered a few hidden glitches that
could create future difficulties. Best practices for the company’s digital
medical records system differed slightly from those of the database
management system. The integration inconsistency meant that if two
people were trying to get the same database request, the requests could
cancel each other out, with neither getting the needed resources. A slight
reconfiguration remedied this. Additional tweaks created greater data
visibility. The minor fixes prevented what could have been major future
headaches.
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TAILORED FOR YOU
No two Health Checks are alike. We tailor each engagement to meet your needs. If you
are upgrading your environment, will it migrate well? Is the environment secure enough?
Does your current architecture fit your long-term goals? We work with you to answer
these questions, and then develop a roadmap for the future. Take the first step and learn
more about opportunities for scheduling your own Health Check today!

ABOUT US
At BlueGranite we help our clients utilize data as a strategic asset, delivering data
architecture and data integration solutions to drive insights and analytics across
your organization. Our solutions monitor trends, measure performance, and provide
real-time analytics for rapid, informed decision making. We leverage industry leading
technology from Microsoft to build modern data platforms that reduce operating
costs, increase market share, improve workforce efficiency, and so much more.

DISCOVER

CREATE

Gain an understanding
Make it real! BlueGranite
of use cases, vision and
will architect, build and
strategy for data and
deploy new BI and analytics
analytics; explore new and
solutions to address pain
innovative solutions to
and realize the projected
gain insights from data and gain for your organization.
improve data availability.
We’ll combine our deep
Through workshops, proofexperience with the latest
of-value engagements, and tools for data and analytics
QuickStarts, we can help you
for both cloud and onpremise scenarios.
begin your journey.

REALIZE

Extend the value of your
analytics solutions through
support, maintenance,
and enhancement. Change
organizational culture
through the establishment
of a Center of Excellence
complete with governance
initiatives from data
management to
self-service BI.
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